To make P2P (Peer-to-Peer) logical overlay network match the physical topology, cluster-based P2P systems have been proposed. In such systems, nodes maintain two types of links: local link and remote link. Node uses local links to cluster nodes with short network distance and the remote link to build connections with some remote nodes according to certain rules. When a query is generated, it is first processed in local cluster (intra-cluster query) based on local links, and if it fails, it will be selectively relayed to other clusters (inter-cluster query) based on remote links. Because the number of nodes and the distance between nodes in local clusters are small compared to the entire P2P network, intra-cluster query processes can get high efficiency just using some simple search methods such as Flooding or Random Walk. Nevertheless, the dynamic character of nodes and decentralized distribution of resources in the systems make the nodes in one cluster difficult to maintain up-to-date resource distribution information in other clusters. Thus, the efficiency of inter-cluster query is limited.
